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FAQ – the most important answers
to structured credits

Structured credits info box: A structured credit is a tradable instrument that bundles together a number of individual credits. Structured credits are broken down into different categories depending on the underlying credits; mortgage backed
securities (MBSs), for example, include residential mortgages (RMBSs) and commercial mortgages (CMBSs). Asset backed
securities (ABSs) are structured credits based on consumer loans (such as credit card receivables, car loans or car leases)
or loans to small and medium-sized enterprises, while collateralised loan obligations (CLOs) describe structured credits
based on corporate loans.

1. How has the structured credit market changed since
the financial crisis of 2008? What lessons have been
learned?
The market volume is signiﬁcantly lower than it was in 2008 with
a corresponding sharp fall in the number of new issues. Although
the default rate during and after the ﬁnancial crisis was very low
for structured credits – with the exception of the US subprime
sector – the regulators responded by taking various measures to
reduce future risks. These measures included the 5 per cent retention rule for the originators of structured credits, which is intended
to encourage proper lending and loans administration by issuers.
Since then, a very active secondary market has developed with a
signiﬁcantly different investor base. In the past, more than 80 per
cent of market participants were banks, and therefore the focus
was on holding assets to maturity, whereas asset managers who
are active traders now make up between 30 and 50 per cent of
the market.
2. How transparent are structured credits today?
Particularly when compared with other asset classes, structured
credits have always been extremely transparent, and remain so.
Specialist service platforms and regular performance reporting
provide transaction-speciﬁc information and make it possible to
drill down to individual credit level. As a result, a comprehensive
risk assessment can be carried out for each structured credit.

3. How big is the international market for structured
credits today and how liquid is it?
In 2014, the various types of structured credit in Europe represented an aggregate volume of around €1.3 trillion. The US market
is much bigger again, with outstanding CLOs alone currently approaching US$ 450 billion. Because the net volume is falling –
i.e. the current volume of European new issues is insufﬁcient to
replace the volume of redemptions – and the level of investor interest is high, the secondary market is relatively liquid. Bid-offer
spreads are similar to those for corporate bonds and covered
bonds. Particularly in temporary stress periods, some structured
credits are much more liquid and also hold their value better than,
for example, corporate bonds from the same issuer.

4. How stable are structured credits, particularly in view
of current geopolitical events?
There is relatively little correlation between structured credits
and other asset classes and there is also currently technical support for them (more demand than new issues). For these reasons,
volatility in the market is low, with the result that the response of
structured credits to current geopolitical developments tends to
be muted. Because potential default is the real risk driver for
structured credits, (local) crises only have a severe impact if they
result in a higher default rate in a trouble spot, in terms of mortgages for example.
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5. What are the main differences between the
structured credit markets in the US and Europe?

8. How important are credit ratings in the structured
credit market?

The US market is many times bigger and more developed than the
European market. While the volume of structured credits issued in
the US in 2014 was almost US$ 400 billion, the volume in Europe
was only about €80 billion. In the US, there is also a greater focus
on structured corporate loans. Overall, the US market is static but
in Europe the net volume is falling because new issuance remains
at a relatively low level.

Current ratings and anticipated changes in ratings play a role in
risk assessment in the structured credit market as in other markets, and they are also entered in fund proﬁles, as investment restrictions, for example. At Union Investment, however, we base our
investment decisions on our own analysis and simulations. This
ensures that we are not reliant on third-party ratings and we
make best use of our expertise as one of Germany's biggest
teams in this sector.

6. Which markets and types of structured credit are
investors (primarily) investing in, and why?

9. What benefits do structured credits offer
for investors?

Private residential mortgages are a core area within the European
structured credit market. There is also strong demand for commercial real-estate loans and corporate loans. Due to the size of the
market, the US is a focal point in terms of allocation by country.
Investors home in on corporate loans there, principally because
they are well collateralised. The UK, Germany and eurozone periphery countries such as Spain (primarily relatively old credits predating the ﬁnancial crisis) and Italy also offer potential. In terms
of sectors, car loans and credit card receivables are particularly
in demand.

In the current low-interest-rate environment, and at other times,
investors are on the lookout for alternative investment options
with extra returns. For many investors, structured credits represent
their only opportunity to invest in credits. They provide broad diversiﬁcation as well as a good risk/return ratio. This is because of
their relatively short duration and low to medium correlation with
other risk-bearing asset classes. Investors also beneﬁt because
structured credits are ﬂoating rate, frequently overcollateralised
and very liquid in comparison with other asset classes.

7. Why is the ECB using its asset purchasing programme
to support the structured credit market?

10. Which components make up the return on structured
credits? What are the main drivers?

The ECB's overarching objective is to stimulate lending in the
eurozone, particularly in the periphery countries. By buying government bonds, and also structured credits, it is involving the nonbanking sector more closely in lending. The initial results were
already apparent when it was announced: spreads on ECB-eligible
paper in the structured credit market narrowed appreciably and
new issuance activity also picked up. However, the volume purchased is still far below what was expected.

The main driver of return on a structured credit is the variable
rate of interest paid (mostly as a margin over EURIBOR). The
higher return, compared with corporate bonds for example, is not
a risk premium, it is a more of a complexity and liquidity premium.
In addition, the capital released by partial redemptions during the
term is available to reinvest. At the same time, repayments mean
that structured credits improve in quality because the collateral
coverage rate increases. Most investors adopt a medium to longterm investment strategy because of these speciﬁc parameters.
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11. Are structured credits still attractive to investors in
the current environment?

13. Which additional key points should be noted when
investing in high-yield tranches?

Yes – particularly in the current low-interest-rate environment,
which is likely to persist because it is partly driven by the central
banks – because structured credits offer attractive returns with a
reasonable level of risk compared with other asset classes. As they
are ﬂoating rate, structured credits would also largely provide a
cushion against rises in interest rates or would even beneﬁt from
them. The ECB's asset-buying programme that is set to run until
at least 2017, and the technical support provided by the net contraction in the market while demand remains high, will also ensure that spreads widen. Furthermore, surveys of investors carried
out by investment banks say they want to increase their holdings
of structured products, or at least keep them at the same level,
demonstrating the appeal of structured credits.

The rating agencies classify the default risk of high-yield tranches
as likely to be higher than that of investment-grade tranches. It is
therefore essential to analyse each underlying credit combined
with the individual structure of the structured credit. However, the
fact that the level of risk is likely to be higher is rewarded by a
higher credit spread.

14. Which requirements should an investor consider
when purchasing structured credits directly?
Direct investments in structured credits require considerable
analytical work. Access to specialist data platforms and the appropriate infrastructure are essential for issuers and credits to be
analysed as comprehensively as possible.

12. Which key points should investors note when
investing in structured credits?
As is the case for all other asset classes, structured credits have
to ﬁt into an investor's total portfolio, in terms of duration, risk/return proﬁle, regulatory requirements etc. Considerable analytical
work is also required in order to remove information asymmetries
and to ensure that the most comprehensive possible research
about issuers and credits is available. Our assessment is based on
analysis of the structure of the structured credit, the underlying
credits and the parties involved, including various simulations.

15. Who are the main investors in the structured
credit market?
Asset managers, banks, central banks and insurance companies
invest in all types of structured credit. Hedge funds also focus
mainly on more speculative (high-yield) tranches.
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